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Sample 1. This sample diagram using the AWS - Amazon Web Services Architecture Diagrams
Solution shows the type of icons and graphics you can use to illustrate your network
architecture - these are universally recognized icons for this popular resource. Our solution
helps make designing communication networks efficicent and easy to digest. ConceptDraw
Solutions. Made with ConceptDraw. Download ConceptDraw Trial. It shows all the important
elements of the final website, the main groups of contents, information structure, describes the
user's interaction with interface and its estimated visualisation. Using the wireframe tools,
libraries of vector objects, template and examples which offers a Website Wireframe solution,
you will easily design the websites wireframes of any complexity. Picture: Wireframing. Website
Wireframe. Picture: Android GUI. Android User Interface? Marketing and Sales Organization
chart. Once he asked me about Marketing and Sales Organization chart, as it was new for him.
Luckily, ConceptDraw Solution Park has tons of examples to show to an unexperienced user.
This solution offers a vector objects library and a set of samples and templates. The vector
library contains symbols and icons that provide you with possibility to show the organizational
structure of your organization at a glance. It allows to depict the interrelations of authority and
responsibility between positions in an organization. Organizational charts provide both
employers and employees a clear view of the sale and marketing departments structure,
reporting system, management levels. Organization chart Example. Organizational Charts. It
begins with a capital letter and ends with proper punctuation. Sentence diagramming allows
you to visually present the sentence part function, which helps you build right sentences.
Language Learning solution offers the Sentence Diagrams Library with set of vector stencils for
drawing various Sentence Diagrams, for visualizing grammatical structures that will assist you
in language learning and construction of grammatically correct sentences. Picture: Sentence
Diagrammer. Language Learning. As it is quite difficult to implement a pure topology within a
company, using a hybrid network topology is considered a better solution. As a rule, such
network assembles advantages and features of source topologies. This diagram is an example
of the Hybrid network. This type of network topology means a conjunction of other network
topologies. Such as star-bus, ring-mesh topologies, etc. It should be obviously diverse
networks. The final computer network inherits both advantages and disadvantages of its
ingredients. Using the ConceptDraw Computer and Networks solution including vector graphic
libraries and templates one can develop professional custom network diagrams of any topology
and complexity. Picture: Hybrid Network Topology. Computer Network Diagrams. Picture:
Human Resources. HR Flowcharts. Workflow as a term can apply to organizational process
which involves people, resources, documents, sort of data, for instance; whereas a process is
general collection of steps occuring in any sort of activity. That is why process flow diagram
can be used as workflow diagram to describe business process, data flow or department
interactions. The fastest way to create a workflow diagram is using pre-designed workflow
template. Workflow Diagrams. Buy it Now. Amazon Elastic Container Service Amazon ECS is a
highly scalable, fast container management service that makes it easy to run, stop, and manage
containers on a cluster. Your containers are defined in a task definition that you use to run
individual tasks or tasks within a service. In this context, a service is a configuration that
enables you to run and maintain a specified number of tasks simultaneously in a cluster. You
can run your tasks and services on a serverless infrastructure that is managed by AWS Fargate.
Alternatively, for more control over your infrastructure, you can run your tasks and services on
a cluster of Amazon EC2 instances that you manage. You can also retrieve the state of your
cluster from a centralized service and have access to many familiar Amazon EC2 features. You
can schedule the placement of your containers across your cluster based on your resource
needs, isolation policies, and availability requirements. With Amazon ECS, you don't have to
operate your own cluster management and configuration management systems or worry about
scaling your management infrastructure. Amazon ECS can be used to create a consistent build
and deployment experience, to manage and scale batch and Extract-Transform-Load ETL
workloads, and to build sophisticated application architectures on a microservices model. The
roadmap contains information about what the teams are working on and enables AWS
customers to provide direct feedback. Amazon ECS is a regional service that simplifies running
containers in a highly available manner across multiple Availability Zones within a Region. After
a cluster is up and running, you can create task definitions that define which container images
run across your clusters. Your task definitions are used to run tasks or create services.
Container images are stored in and pulled from container registries, for example, the Amazon
Elastic Container Registry. The following sections dive into these individual elements of the
Amazon ECS architecture in more detail. To deploy applications on Amazon ECS, your
application components must be architected to run in containers. A container is a standardized
unit of software development that contains everything that your software application needs to

run, including relevant code, runtime, system tools, and system libraries. Containers are
created from a read-only template called an image. Images are typically built from a Dockerfile,
which is a plaintext file that specifies all of the components that are included in the container.
After being built, these images are stored in a registry where they then can be downloaded and
run on your cluster. To prepare your application to run on Amazon ECS, you must create a task
definition. The task definition is a text file in JSON format that describes one or more containers
up to a maximum of ten that form your application. The task definition can be thought of as a
blueprint for your application. It specifies various parameters for your application. For example,
these parameters can be used to indicate which containers should be used, which ports should
be opened for your application, and what data volumes should be used with the containers in
the task. The specific parameters available for your task definition depend on the needs of your
specific application. For more information about creating task definitions, see Amazon ECS task
definitions. The following is an example of a task definition that specifies the use of Fargate to
launch a single container that runs an NGINX web server. For a more extended example
demonstrating the use of multiple containers in a task definition, see Example task definitions.
A task is the instantiation of a task definition within a cluster. After you have created a task
definition for your application within Amazon ECS, you can specify the number of tasks to run
on your cluster. The Amazon ECS task scheduler is responsible for placing tasks within your
cluster. There are several different scheduling options available. For example, you can define a
service that runs and maintains a specified number of tasks simultaneously. For more
information about the different scheduling options available, see Scheduling Amazon ECS
tasks. An Amazon ECS cluster is a logical grouping of tasks or services. You can register one
or more Amazon EC2 instances also referred to as container instances with your cluster to run
tasks on them. Or, you can use the serverless infrastructure that Fargate provides to run tasks.
When your tasks are run on Fargate, your cluster resources are also managed by Fargate. When
you first use Amazon ECS, a default cluster is created for you. You can create additional
clusters in an account to keep your resources separate. For more information about creating
clusters, see Amazon ECS clusters. For more information about launching container instances
and registering them with your clusters, see Amazon ECS container instances. The container
agent runs on each container instance within an Amazon ECS cluster. The agent sends
information about the resource's current running tasks and resource utilization to Amazon ECS.
It starts and stops tasks whenever it receives a request from Amazon ECS. We strongly
recommend that you use the first-run wizard if you have little or no prior experience using
Amazon ECS. You can use IAM to control who is authenticated signed in and authorized has
permissions to view or perform specific actions on resources. Auto Scaling is a service that
enables you to automatically scale out or in your tasks based on user-defined policies, health
status checks, and schedules. You can use Auto Scaling with a Fargate task within a service to
scale in response to a number of metrics or with an EC2 task to scale the container instances
within your cluster. For more information, see Service Auto Scaling. It enables you to achieve
greater levels of fault tolerance in your applications, seamlessly providing the required amount
of load-balancing capacity needed to distribute application traffic. You can use Elastic Load
Balancing to create an endpoint that balances traffic across services in a cluster. For more
information, see Service load balancing. Amazon ECR supports private Docker repositories with
resource-based permissions using IAM so that specific users or tasks can access repositories
and images. Developers can use the Docker CLI to push, pull, and manage images. More
specifically, it makes resource provisioning and updating more orderly and predictable. For
more information, see the Savings Plans User Guide. Your bill contains links to usage reports
that provide additional details about your bill. Javascript is disabled or is unavailable in your
browser. Please refer to your browser's Help pages for instructions. If you've got a moment,
please tell us what we did right so we can do more of it. Thanks for letting us know this page
needs work. We're sorry we let you down. If you've got a moment, please tell us how we can
make the documentation better. What is Amazon Elastic Container Service? Amazon EC2 Auto
Scaling Auto Scaling is a service that enables you to automatically scale out or in your tasks
based on user-defined policies, health status checks, and schedules. Document Conventions.
Setting up. Did this page help you? Thanks for letting us know we're doing a good job! Amazon
EKS is certified Kubernetes-conformant, so you can use existing tooling and plugins from
partners and the Kubernetes community. Applications running on any standard Kubernetes
environment are fully compatible and can be migrated to Amazon EKS. This reference
deployment provides AWS CloudFormation templates to deploy the Amazon EKS control plane,
connect worker nodes to the cluster, and configure a bastion host for cluster admin operations.
The deployment includes the following:. Switch to full-screen view. The deployment process
takes between 25 and 90 minutes to complete and includes these steps:. You are responsible

for the cost of the AWS services used while running this Quick Start reference deployment.
There is no additional cost for using the Quick Start. Some of these settings, such as instance
type, will affect the cost of deployment. For cost estimates, see the pricing pages for each AWS
service you will be using. Prices are subject to change. View deployment guide. What you'll
build. How to deploy. Cost and licenses. The deployment includes the following: A highly
available architecture that spans three Availability Zones. The bastion host is also configured
with the Kubernetes kubectl command line interface for managing the Kubernetes cluster. In the
private subnets, a group of Kubernetes nodes. View deployment guide for details. This report
delivers billing metrics to an S3 bucket in your account. It provides cost estimates based on
usage throughout each month, and finalizes the data at the end of the month. Sample 1. This
sample diagram using the AWS - Amazon Web Services Architecture Diagrams Solution shows
the type of icons and graphics you can use to illustrate your network architecture - these are
universally recognized icons for this popular resource. Our solution helps make designing
communication networks efficicent and easy to digest. ConceptDraw Solutions. Made with
ConceptDraw. Download ConceptDraw Trial. It shows all the important elements of the final
website, the main groups of contents, information structure, describes the user's interaction
with interface and its estimated visualisation. Using the wireframe tools, libraries of vector
objects, template and examples which offers a Website Wireframe solution, you will easily
design the websites wireframes of any complexity. Picture: Wireframing. Website Wireframe.
Picture: Android GUI. Android User Interface? Marketing and Sales Organization chart. Once he
asked me about Marketing and Sales Organization chart, as it was new for him. Luckily,
ConceptDraw Solution Park has tons of examples to show to an unexperienced user. This
solution offers a vector objects library and a set of samples and templates. The vector library
contains symbols and icons that provide you with possibility to show the organizational
structure of your organization at a glance. It allows to depict the interrelations of authority and
responsibility between positions in an organization. Organizational charts provide both
employers and employees a clear view of the sale and marketing departments structure,
reporting system, management levels. Organization chart Example. Organizational Charts. It
begins with a capital letter and ends with proper punctuation. Sentence diagramming allows
you to visually present the sentence part function, which helps you build right sentences.
Language Learning solution offers the Sentence Diagrams Library with set of vector stencils for
drawing various Sentence Diagrams, for visualizing grammatical structures that will assist you
in language learning and construction of grammatically correct sentences. Picture: Sentence
Diagrammer. Language Learning. As it is quite difficult to implement a pure topology within a
company, using a hybrid network topology is considered a better solution. As a rule, such
network assembles advantages and features of source topologies. This diagram is an example
of the Hybrid network. This type of network topology means a conjunction of other network
topologies. Such as star-bus, ring-mesh topologies, etc. It should be obviously diverse
networks. The final computer network inherits both advantages and disadvantages of its
ingredients. Using the ConceptDraw Computer and Networks solution including vector graphic
libraries and templates one can develop professional custom network diagrams of any topology
and complexity. Picture: Hybrid Network Topology. Computer Network Diagrams. Picture:
Human Resources. HR Flowcharts. Workflow as a term can apply to organizational process
which involves people, resources, documents, sort of data, for instance; whereas a process is
general collection of steps occuring in any sort of activity. That is why process flow diagram
can be used as workflow diagram to describe business process, data flow or department
interactions. The fastest way to create a workflow diagram is using pre-designed workflow
template. Workflow Diagrams. Buy it Now. Amazon WorkSpaces eliminates the need to procure
and deploy hardware or install complex software. You can quickly add or remove users as your
needs change. Users can access their virtual desktops from multiple devices or web browsers.
For more information, see Amazon WorkSpaces. Choose your operating system Windows or
Amazon Linux and select from a range of hardware configurations, software configurations, and
AWS Regions. For more information, see Protocols for Amazon WorkSpaces. Connect to your
WorkSpace and pick up from right where you left off. Amazon WorkSpaces provides a
persistent desktop experience. Amazon WorkSpaces provides the flexibility of either monthly or
hourly billing for WorkSpaces. For more information, see Amazon WorkSpaces Pricing. Create a
standalone managed directory for your users, or connect your WorkSpaces to your on-premises
directory so that your users can use their existing credentials to obtain seamless access to
corporate resources. Users access their WorkSpaces by using a client application from a
supported device or, for Windows WorkSpaces, a web browser, and they log in by using their
directory credentials. The login information is sent to an authentication gateway, which
forwards the traffic to the directory for the WorkSpace. After the user is authenticated,

streaming traffic is initiated through the streaming gateway. For more information, see Ports for
Client Applications. Each WorkSpace has two elastic network interfaces associated with it: a
network interface for management and streaming eth0 and a primary network interface eth1.
The primary network interface has an IP address provided by your VPC, from the same subnets
used by the directory. This ensures that traffic from your WorkSpace can easily reach the
directory. Access to resources in the VPC is controlled by the security groups assigned to the
primary network interface. For more information, see Network Interfaces. You can connect to
your WorkSpaces by using the client application for a supported device or, for Windows
WorkSpaces, by using a supported web browser on a supported operating system. With
Amazon WorkSpaces, you pay only for what you use. You are charged based on the bundle and
the number of WorkSpaces that you launch. Amazon WorkSpaces provides monthly or hourly
billing for WorkSpaces. With monthly billing, you pay a fixed fee for unlimited usage, which is
best for users who use their WorkSpaces full time. With hourly billing, you pay a small fixed
monthly fee per WorkSpace, plus a low hourly rate for each hour the WorkSpace is running. For
information about supported regions, see Amazon WorkSpaces Pricing. Javascript is disabled
or is unavailable in your browser. Please refer to your browser's Help pages for instructions. If
you've got a moment, please tell us what we did right so we can do more of it. Thanks for letting
us know this page needs work. We're sorry we let you down. If you've got a moment, please tell
us how we can make the documentation better. What Is Amazon WorkSpaces? Use the same
tools to manage WorkSpaces that you use to manage on-premises desktops. Use multi-factor
authentication MFA for additional security. Control the IP addresses from which users are
allowed to access their WorkSpaces. You cannot use a web browser to connect to Amazon
Linux WorkSpaces. Windows computers macOS computers Ubuntu Linux Chrome 53 and later
Windows and macOS only Firefox 49 and later. Document Conventions. Get Started: Quick
Setup. Did this page help you? Thanks for letting us know we're doing a good job! Monitoring
your AWS Cloud workloads is key to maintaining operational health and efficiency. However,
keeping track of the AWS resources and the relationships between them can be a challenge.
You can use the solution to build, customize, and share detailed workload visualizations based
on live data from AWS. This solution works by maintaining an inventory of the AWS resources
across your accounts and Regions, mapping relationships between them, and displaying them
in a web user interface web UI. The diagram below presents the architecture you can
automatically deploy using the solution's implementation guide and accompanying AWS
CloudFormation template. The web UI requests resource relationship data from the data
component. The data component queries and returns data from an Amazon Neptune database.
The storage management component stores user preferences and saved architecture diagrams.
This runs every 15 minutes as a container task on AWS Fargate. The data component queries
this DynamoDB table to provide the costs associated with the individual resources for display
in the web UI. For additional details about each component, refer to the implementation guide.
Find AWS certified consulting and technology partners to help you get started. View
implementation guide. The image to the right is a sample architecture diagram generated by
AWS Perspective. Sample architecture diagram generated by AWS Perspective. AWS Solutions
Implementation overview The diagram below presents the architecture you can automatically
deploy using the solution's implementation guide and accompanying AWS CloudFormation
template. Read more. Show less. AWS Perspective Version 1. Source code. CloudFormation
template. Launch in the AWS Console. Deployment resources Download implementation guide.
Use the button below to subscribe to solution updates. Subscribe to RSS feed. Did this
Solutions Implementation help you? Features Build architecture diagrams AWS Perspective lets
you build, customize, and share detailed architecture diagrams. Explore with the resource
directory Explore resources provisioned across your accounts and Regions using the resource
directory, which contains all the resources AWS Perspective discovers. Search The search
feature lets you use basic information, such as resource name, tag name, or IP address to
locate the resources you are interested in. Deploy a Solution yourself. Find an APN Partner.
Explore Solutions Consulting Offers. Today we are announcing Diagram Maker , an open source
graphical user interface library for IoT application developers. With Diagram Maker, IoT
application developers can define their own user interface and user experience, or suppress it
completely and build their own custom behavior using Diagram Maker APIs. Diagram Maker is
an open source client-side library that enables IoT application developers to build a visual
editor for IoT end customers. With this visual editor, IoT customers can create and modify any
graph-like data, such as state machines or workflow definitions, in a visual manner with the help
of graphical UI. There are libraries already existing in the open source community for non-IoT
use cases, providing low-level abstractions of drawing lines and shapes without built-in
interactions. There are also libraries that provide high-level abstractions, such as nodes and

edges. However, these libraries cannot easily be integrated into different IoT applications.
Diagram Maker offers a visual experience that is not only consistent with the host application,
but also provides application developers more room to come up with their various look and feel
with the host application. Released under an Apache 2. With Diagram Maker, IoT application
developers can create, move, or delete nodes and the edges. For example, in AWS IoT Events, a
node represents a state, and an edge the geometric line that connect two vertices represents a
transition. Developers can model the location and sizes of nodes, edges, and panels, and
Diagram Maker renders these as elements on the Diagram Maker canvas. The rendered UI is
fully interactive and lets users move nodes around, create new edges, or delete nodes or edges.
Diagram Maker comes with the ability to automatically lay out a given graph via an API interface.
With this API interface, application developers can now undo or redo mutative actions, fit all the
nodes inside the view, focus given or selected nodes, and create layouts. With this feature,
application developers can easily visualize the relationships by having the layout-related
information attached with the resources, even if they are created outside the editor. For
instance, with Diagram Maker, application developers can enhance the experience for end
customers by enabling them to intuitively and visually build cloud resources required by cloud
services such as Workflow Engines AWS Step Functions or Infrastructure as Code AWS
CloudFormation to get the relati
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onships and hierarchies working. Along with Diagram Maker, we are also open sourcing the
minimap plugin , the first plugin made on top of the Diagram Maker plugin interface. The
minimap plugin allows consumers to render a small minimap within a panel of their choice. This
is helpful when IoT customers are working on a large graph with hundreds of nodes where
navigating this graph becomes complex. The minimap enhances the customer experience by
showing an overview of the entire graph and lets customers drag and click on different parts to
directly jump to those parts of the canvas. These will in turn benefit all consumers of this library
both within AWS IoT and other products, and will help our IoT customers make sense out of
their IoT data quicker and easier. Making Diagram Maker an open source project fosters
innovation and provides a greater value for our customers. Developers have complete control
over defining the interface and user experience. What is Diagram Maker? View Comments.

